
III.-CONFLATE READINGS OF THE NEW 
TESTAMENT. 

It has for some time been my conviction that many of the textual 
obscurities in the New Testament and other early books are due 
to the operation of unrecognized causes, for the want of a perception 
of which the scholar is often presented with a text which might, 
indeed, be genealogically nearer to the true reading than other 
more popular presentations of an author's words, but which, as 
regards good sense, are often very widely remote from the truth. 
One such hitherto occult factor (I call it occult since I cannot find 
any recognition of it in any book that I know) I believe to lie in 
the existence of lateral aberrations from one point to a corresponding 
point in the columns of an ancient MS, and there are instances to 
be found of the application of this remark to textual criticism in 
various errors which are alluded to in the supplement to the 
I2th number of the American Journal of Philology. Since 
publishing these I have from time to time returned to the 
point, and last year endeavored to prepare, by means of these 
lateral errors, a complete restoration of the text of the Epistle 
of James, line for line and page for page, to its archaic form. 
Unfortunately, I have not as yet been able to lay this restoration 
before those who are interested enough in New Testament studies 
to give the matter a careful examination. 

It will easily be seen that any attempt to find the origin of the 
textual errors of the New Testament in the early forms of the text 
itself, is part of a larger theory, viz. that the study of transcriptional 
errors belongs to the paleographer first and the general critic 
afterwards. Unhappily, the course of modern criticism, with a few 
honorable exceptions, has been in the opposite direction. We often 
hear from the critics explanations of scribes' blunders; their scribe, 
however, is not a machine, but a highly cultured cleric, with an 
unlimited facility for confusing the Bible with itself and correcting 
the New Testament by means of obscure verses in the book of Job, 
or Proverbs, or Leviticus. Neither Burgon nor Hort could sit 
down to copy the New Testament and make some of the mistakes 
which they attribute to the scribes. 

On the other hand, when we treat the scribe as a machine 
imperfectly adjusted, and examine the errors which he is most 
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likely to make, we find, upon examination, that these are often the 

very mistakes which he has made; and that a very simple 
explanation will often replace some obscure assimilation. Even 
when a scribe assimilates his text to some other, there is often a 
reason to be given for his error, which removes it from the catalogue 
of things purely arbitrary. For instance, if we observe that the 
structure of all known MSS is rectangular, the principal motions 
of a scribe's eye are mechanical motions right and left, and up and 
down. It follows, therefore, that the machine-errors to which he is 
most liable are right and left errors, and up and down errors. The 
latter causes line-omissions and line-repetitions, the former causes 

page-aberrations, and the omission or repetition of equal large por- 
tions of the text. No one doubts the existence of the vertical error 
which is patent in the omission in almost every written document 
of lines of the copy; but a great many people fail to see that the 
cause which produces this error can be turned through a right 
angle and still retain its efficiency. The reason of this is, that in 

ordinary printed texts it is easy to detect the line error, but the 

page-error is often veiled, especially in those cases where it is 
confined to the borrowing of a few letters or a single word from a 
distant part of the copy. Moreover, our modern printed books 
seldom show more than two columns to the eye at once, and do 
not therefore suggest such errors. A transposed page is, however, 

easy to recognize; this form of mistake is more often due to the 
bookbinder than to the scribe. 

It must not be supposed, from what has been stated, that the 

recognition of the line-aberration has been accompanied by a 

proper critical application of the principle of such aberrations to 

the text of the New Testament. Some of the best printed editions 
are disfigured by ghastly line-errors. For example, Westcott and 

Hort print on the very first page of their N. T., Matt. i 7: 

'A3ira 4E Ey7vvrcrEv TOV 'AaSra, 

'Ao-raf de EytvvlEv r7v TIoV racxTr, 

'Iocracahr 86 KTr 

where the reading 'ATo-a arises simply from the corresponding 
letters in the word 'Ioo-adpar. Perhaps an exactly similar explana- 
tion holds on the next page, where we read: 

MavaoarrJs oe EyevvrcTE 7v TOV AcOS 

'ACos ' 
BEye;vrlcrV TOV 'I(ocTELav 

'Icoo-relas 6 KTE 
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It can hardly be accidental that this coincidence of letters is found 
in the proper names. And this simple paleographic explanation 
being given, is not to be shaken by an array of excellent MSS in 
which the archaic error may be preserved. For another instance 
take Luke xv 29; if the text were written in the form 

eACOKACepIlONINA 
MeT,TTCNONIiCAO0 NMOY 

it would be likely that any transcriber who had written epioLov for 
'EpLoov had been guilty of an eye-aberration into the LXcov of the 
next line; and then the variant would hardly have been promoted 
to the margin of Westcott and Hort's text on the single authority 
of Cod. B. 

Nor should we, in Mark vi 14, read EXeyov for Xcyey, if we 
observed that in 

TOONOM&AATOyKa1e 

A6FeON 

the tense has been affected by the first syllable of ovofia. Neither 
should we read Erfyvowaav in Mark vi 33 for ,,yvwraav if the text were 
printed 

erNoC&ANTT OA01K i 
TTEZH 

where the inserted letters are evidently taken from the line below. 
We might say much more on the subject of line-errors, but for 
the present let this suffice. We pass on to make a few remarks 
on the page-errors. 

Let us then once more demonstrate the frequency of the error 
to which we give the name of lateral aberration, or parablepsy. 
The importance of the study of the lateral aberrations becomes 
more and more evident as we examine microscopically the text of 
the New Testament; it is probable that not a single one of the books 
of the New Testament, except some of the shorter epistles, has 
escaped from this error. And in many cases the most perplexing 
variants are cleared up by the recognition of the existence of such a 
source of error in columnar texts. We shall give a string of 
illustrations. For example, in the text of Matt. xiii 35 we have a 
very difficult reading in which there is the following distribution 
of authority: o-05 7 rXt;po)O, r o p7E'rV 8La rov 7rpo?jrrov XeyvoroS, 'Avoi$o 
ev 7rapa3oX)tas r a-ord'a pov Kre by almost all authorities. After ta is 
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added 'Hro-rot by R* I, I3-I24-346, 33, 253 rushw. aeth. cod., 
Hom. C1. Porphyr. (cf. Brev. Psalt. in Hier. Opp. vii 270, Vall.)' 

If we were left simply to balance these authorities, we should, 
I think, conclude in favor of the ordinary reading. But the affair 
is not so simple as at first sight appears. For, as pointed out by 
Dr. Hort, we have the evidence of Jerome that there was a third 
reading, in which 'Ao-ar takes the place of 'Hraiov. And although 
this reading is not to be found in any existing MS, yet according 
to the Brev. in Psalmos, we are assured that it was found in all 
old MSS, but was removed by ignorant men; that by an error of 
scribes 'Ho-aiov was written for 'Ao-rd, and that at the time of writing 
many copies of the Gospel still had 'Hoaiov. 

I propose to show that 'Ao-da may be the correct reading, 
although it has disappeared from all known MSS. In order to 
see this, let us write the passage in question out conjecturally in 
the style of an early codex or paper roll. 

Matt. xiii 35: oTrrCTTrHpCO0H M&OHTal&YTOY 

TOp HeNNI&C&(a AeFrONTeCAIaC&A 

TOYTTpO()HTOYAe HCON HMIN 

rONTOCNNOIlO0 

eNTT&p&ABOAICTO 
CTOMAMOY CpCY 

EOM6IK K pYMMe 

N&TTrOK&T&BOAHC 

TOTe6( 61CTOyCO 

XAOYCHA6 NeIC 

OIKIANKaII pOC 

HA0ANayTcOOI 

A single glance at the second lines of the two columns will suggest 
that six letters in one column were transferred from the other; 
and whether we have hit upon the exact arrangement of text or 
not, the concurrence is difficult to explain except by some such 
restoration. We must now take one of two hypotheses: (a) 
Column i took the letters from col. 2; (() The converse. 

In discussing the first, we are to remark that in the assumed case 
we have to replace a right reading (whatever it may be) by a 
wrong one which itself is so apposite to the case that it would be a 

perfect marvel in the history of curious coincidences. Surely no 

1 Hort, Notes on Select Readings, p. 13. 
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scribe remembered that Ps. LXXVIII was attributed to Asaph 
when he saw the words in an adjacent page. And if we suppose the 

original reading to be 'Horaov we have to assume that a happy 
accident corrected into sense an absolute falsity, and removed a 

reading the acceptance of which strains all our faith in the accuracy 
of the writer who primitively set it down. 

In the other hypothesis there is no difficulty: for not only have 
we very good patristic authority for the existence of the variant, 
but we have the additional confirmation that the displaced reading 
of the second column has been preserved to us. If there were no 
variant in the second column we might, perhaps, feel a residual 

hesitancy; but a reference to the textual apparatus in any New 
Testament will show that the proper reading is not &-aao-rcrdov but 

qpda-ov. For example, the following is the note of Tregelles. 
&aa-ra5qY-ov B. Orig. iv 254a enarra. a. b. g' h (narraff') I qpaaoov St. 
CD. rel. Orig. iii 3e. 4b.c, 442", 48Ib, edissere (diss.) Vulg. Cl (Am) 
(c) f. (ff) g (vid. cap. xv. I5). To which it must be added that 
the Sinaitic Codex has 8&aao-diov corrected to fpa'-ov by an early 
hand. If, then, we were reasoning simply upon the grouping of 
the MSS, we should, perhaps, incline with Tregelles and Westcott 
and Hort to follow the concurrence of MB and early Latin copies; 
but the cause of the variant being known, the variant, however 
ancient it may be, must disappear. Early the error must, of course, 
be, as indeed are all important errors; but this has an especial 
antiquity, since it has affected copies which between them can 
produce a singularly pure text. 

And now let us gather up the conclusions which would follow 
from our conjecture. 

I. The primitive page in Matthew, or at least a very early 
page, from a copy which is genealogically ancestral to almost all 
our early texts, contained about I60 letters. 

2. Since the Sinaitic Codex has preserved the lateral error, while 
writing 7aiaov for dairoa, we may endorse the statement of the 
Breviarium in Psalmos as to the order of genesis of the separate 
errors. 

3. We note that Tregelles, and, no doubt, other writers, have 
assumed that ppda-ov is an assimilation of text to the I5th verse of 
the XVth chapter. This exaggerated doctrine of assimilation has 
led to frequent errors. The present case is one in point. 

4. We cannot close our remarks without adding that here we 
have an instance which we believe a closer scrutiny would parallel 
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from many other obscure passages in the Scripture, of an original 
reading no longer extant. 

As soon as we have recognized this archaic arrangement of the 
pages we have a shrewd suspicion that the very same MS or 
series of MSS in which the error already alluded to was made and 
preserved, is responsible for an omission in Matthew xvi 2, 3, 
'0oias yevoievrjsE Xyr7ET KTr. For on examining the passage it is found 
to contain 162 letters, which agrees very closely with the previous 
estimate. Dr. Hort says of this passage, that " both documentary 
evidehce, and the impossibility of accounting for omission, prove 
these words to be no part of the text of N. T." The omission of a 
single page is a sufficient explanation, and in nowise affects the 
documentary evidence in other passages, from which an induction 
has been made to the case under consideration. 

A second instance shall be given from the same Gospel. The 
error, again, is one which has altogether disappeared from the 
copies. In the time of Origen, however, we find that in the xxi 
of Matthew, the expression 'Qravva" rT v A aved8 was changed into 

'Qaavva Tr OLKO AavEL8, in one of the two verses (xxi 9, 15) where 
the words occur. Origen will have vil read in both places.' An 
examination shows that the error was made in the I3th verse by 
lateral aberration from the I5th, probably in some copy immediately 
ancestral to Cod. B. For in this MS we have in the 34th line of 
the first column of a page 

TTa1001KOCMOYOIKOC 

and in the fifth line of the second column, 

rONT6CCOCN N NATOY 

10C 

the interval between these lines being 14 of the lines of B or one- 
third of its columns. 

As an illustration of the same mistake in the Gospel of Mark we 
may take Mark v I, where by borrowing four letters from the 
fifth verse, the reading Praaprvwiv has been changed by means of 
the word rp;epas lying parallel with it, into repaoqv,i. It is possible 
that this explanation may be thought fanciful; stranger ones will 
be given presently and with greater certainty. From the Gospel 
of Luke a remarkable case will be given later on. 

1 See Tischendorf, in loc. 
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In John v 37 we have the following arrangement from Cod. B. 
T60o N H NyTOy1TTr 

1TOT60K HKO&TCOYTe 

eiAOC&yToy6Cop&K &Te 

K I TONAOFON YTOY 

OYKeX)6Te NYMI NM 

NONT&OTIO NTTCCTeI 

A NeK eINOCTOyTCO 

YMI6COY 1TICTCeyTe 

pay NATcT6TCFp aQ AC 

OTIyM6ICAOKC IT6E N 

ayTaIC ZOHHN,ICONIO 

EX1IN KaI eKeINa,I ICIN 
Line 41, TT&THpeKeINOC MeMAp ,dIMApTYPOYC,I TTepl 

42, TypHKeNTrepleMoyoY eMoy KalOyOeAl6TeA. Line 14 

The influence of the second page on the first has produced 
EKELVOs in the first line for avro'. The two readings are undoubtedly 
early, since they are conflated in Cod. D into e'KE vo avros ' (perhaps 
;KeZvos corrected over line to avros). I suppose we must call the 
reading avros Western and Syrian. In spite of this it seems to 
be correct. 

As an illustration from the Pauline Epistles we may take i Cor. 
ix 9, where ov ficoa-ets 3aov akoworra is by some copies corrected to 
oV K0TjaL-FS KT;, under the influence of K17as in v. 5, where the 
syllable Kv may have been the last syllable in a line, as it is in Cod. 
B to this day. 

From the Catholic Epistles we give the following from James 
(in which epistle there are at least five). The instance is taken 
from the pages as we have tried to restore them: 

p. 33, line 9, Ky IAoyorecoprOCeK 
IO, AeXeT&I TON TIMION 

I I, Kap7ON 

p. 34, line 9, A&BeTe6a,e6 OITHC 
I0, M&KpOOyMIaCTOyCTTpO 
I I, qHT&C 

In this passage (Iac. v Io), Cod. 13 by aberration reads after 
,taKpo0v,iuas the impossible ,eXEre, which has been softened to EXEre 
by A. KR. 5.40 mg. 73, and the Ethiopic version. 

In the Epistle of Jude, short as it is, there is a curious aberration 
which has much confused the text; the word rroa of the 3d verse 
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having crept into the beginning of the fifth. We have no room to 
give the pages in full. 

It must be admitted that these errors afford us great assistance 
in the restoration of the early text-forms, and in the intimately 
connected problem of the genealogy of the witnesses that remain 
to us. We shall show first the way in which early forms may, by 
the means indicated, be theoretically restored. 

Let us then, in the first place, imagine to ourselves a MS written 
uniformly, so that there are m letters to a line, and n lines to a 
page. And suppose that after a certain number of transcriptions 
in this form a new pattern of script is introduced, consisting of p 
letters to the line, and q lines to the page; and so on continually, 
the forms being allowed to persist longer in the earlier copies than 
in the later ones, although this is not a necessary part of the 
following argument. Then let us ask ourselves what kinds of 
errors are most likely to present themselves in the successive and 
final texts, assuming them to be copied by scribes of average 
carefulness. In the first place, we notice that the first copy made 

being liable to the eye-error of vertical aberration (generally 
induced by similarity of the letters in separate lines) will exhibit a 

majority of errors, which are either m letters in length or a 

multiple of m, such as 2m, 3m, etc. The m-errors will, however, 
by far predominate. And each successive transcription will cause 
these errors to accumulate, until after a little time the mere 

registration of the variants would be sufficient to indicate the 

original form of the text, even if that form should be deserted. 
And now let the form be changed to that indicated by the letters 

p, q. The same thing will occur here, and we shall have an 
accumulation ofp-errors, which, like the former ones, soon become 

by their multiplicity self-betraying as to the form of text in which 

they were made. And so we might carry the matter forward. 

Finally, if we denote the MSS which have adhered to the first 
form by the letters Mi, M . . . , those which have adhered to the 
second form by Pi, P2 .. ., to the third by Si, S. . . and so on, 
we shall have the following results upon classifying the variants of 
all existing copies, viz. the insertions in or omissions from a 
standard text: 

(I) A number of copies will exhibit, among the variants, a 

preference for variants of a given length, which is found to be m- 
letters. 

(2) Another group of copies will exhibit a preference for errors 
of two given lengths, viz. m, p. 

32 
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(3) A third group will suggest errors of lengths of m, p, s. And 
so on, the phenomena rapidly tending to obscure one another. 

In determining which of these errors, from a standard text, to 
reject or accept, we must remark as follows: it is perfectly easy to 
omit a line of a text in copying it; but to add foreign matter to it, 
which shall precisely be equivalent to a line of the text, may be 
assumed to be very unlikely; and, therefore, the majority of a 
group of equivalent errors whose length is equal to a line of the 
text are pure omissions. The only case in which this breaks 
down will be the following: Suppose that a given line of a copy 
has been affected by some scribe's stupidity, so as materially to 
change the sense without affecting the length (as by the substitution 
of two or three letters from a wrong line), and that by the subsequent 
correction of the passage two readings have been placed in close 
relation, it frequently happens that the real line and the erroneous 
line which is equal in length to it, both combine to form a new 
reading, which has thus increased the text by one of its own lines. 
This phenomenon is known by the name of conflation. Setting 
aside the phenomenon of conflation, then, we say that the line-errors 
of a codex to which it shows a peculiar liability are omissions, and 
not additions. In dealing, therefore, with our groups of MSS, we 
must first restore to the texts denoted by the letter M, their m-line 
omissions; similarly with the P-texts and the S-texts, etc. As 
soon as the texts come to be broken up into a non-uniform script, 
the above reasoning fails, except in so far as it shows original 
errors conserved from the various forms through which the text 
has passed. 

The relative antiquity of the texts, supposed uncomplicated by 
mixture, will then appear at once by the consideration that the 
M-texts have no p-errors, while the P-texts show both p-errors and 
m-errors, and, therefore, in the discussion of any given error, the 
M-texts have the greater weight, except in the discussion of m-errors. 
We must now return to the original text, and remark that not only 
is such a text, when copied, liable to line-aberrations, rn-letters, 2m, 
etc.; but there is a danger of aberration from column to column, 
or from one column of writing to another two columns distant. 
These errors,which are far more frequent than is generally supposed, 
will, when they can be recognized, supply intervals whose average 
is mn-letters, or 2mn, etc.; and by means of these errors we can 
restore the original page; mn being given by the lateral aberration 
and m by the average vertical aberration. 

A succession of copies will now exhibit as follows: the copies 
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marked M will exhibit long aberrations (in which must also be 
included transpositions of early pages) of an average length mn: 
the P-copies will exhibit average errors pq as well as by inheritance, 
errors of length mn: and so on. By repeating the error of 
aberration, whose measure is mn, the P-copies again demonstrate 
the M-type to be the earlier, and in this way a firm grasp may be 
obtained over the genealogy of the group of MSS which are 
placed under our consideration. 

The advantage of this method is that it is purely scientific: a 
careful observation, for instance, will show that the New Testament 
documents grow smaller and smaller, both as to lines and pages, 
as we come nearer to the first centuries; and, therefore, the more 
nearly do they of necessity approach to fixed types of writing, as 
to length of line and page. The margin of variation of size being 
thus diminished, it would be possible to pick out the earliest sizes 
by the aid of the earlier errors, even if there were not, as we 
believe there is, a peculiar reason for the adoption of lines of given 
length. Moreover, we must not forget that, however little modern 
documents seem to lend themselves to the theory of aberration by 
lateral error, the case is widely different when the columns are 
narrow, and when, as in a papyrus document, many of them may 
be under the eye at once. Assuming, then, the existence of the 
vertical and lateral aberrations, we proceed to apply our argument 
practically to the determination of the texts and text-forms of 
the New Testament. We begin as follows: 

Conflate Readings. 
From what has been already said it appears important that, as 

far as possible, we should remove from the examination those 

phenomena which are due to conflation of separate readings. If 
we can do this in any particular book, or MS of that book, we 
shall have taken at once a step in the classification of the MSS 
which furnish the contending members of the conflation, and in 

many cases we shall obtain a clue to the original structure of the 

copy in which the conflation occurs. 
It is well known that the most powerful part of Dr. Hort's great 

Introduction to the New Testament consists in the exposition of 

eight cases of conflation in the early texts of Mark and Luke. 

Nothing has been more fiercely assailed, nor as yet with less success, 
than this stronghold of the new textual system. All that Burgon 
and Cook have been able to do in attempting to demolish the 
cumulative argument of Dr. Hort, by the denying each instance 
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of conflation in detail, has been the maximum of effort and the 
minimum of result. For, it may be observed, it is not necessary 
to Dr. Hort's theory that the whole of these eight conflations 
should be verified; a single one, correct in all its details, would 
prove the chronological subordination of the texts which give 
combined readings to those which do not make the combination. 
And, moreover, there are certain considerations which present 
themselves at once to an enquiring mind: granted that there are 
groups of manuscripts say P, Q, R, which exhibit the peculiarity 
that R has readings combined out of separate readings in P and Q, 
so that we are shut up to the hypothesis either of a conflation on 
the part of R, or of two separate alternative omissions on the 
part of P and Q, surely the quicker way to upset the conflation 
hypothesis would be to bring forward some case in which such a 
group as Q had united readings out of P and R. But this has 
not been done, for the simple reason that no such phenomena are 
forthcoming. If they were, would they not be a reductio ad 
absurdum for the theory of conflation ? 

The fact of the matter is that the conflations cannot be wholly 
denied; and the conclusions which follow almost as a matter of 
course, from their admission, can only be evaded by a more careful 
examination of the argument, especially of one point, which both 
Dr. Burgon and Dr. Hort seem to me to have unhappily missed. 
It is well known that after Dr. Hort has divided his authorities 
into the three camps which he designates by the names Neutral, 
Western, and Syrian, that he rejects the Syrian readings on the 
ground of conflation, and the Western readings on account of 
multitudinous eccentricities to which the texts that contain them 
are liable. It is this last step to which I object. I agree to one 
group of witnesses being rejected or undervalued for proved 
or probable fabrication of text, but think the other group has 
been unduly depreciated. And in order to settle the ques- 
tion for myself, I have tried to go more closely into the case, 
especially in the following points: (i) Why are all the typical 
conflations in Mark and Luke, and none out of Matthew ? (ii) 
Whence did the separate members of the conflated text arise, since 
both of them by hypothesis cannot be original ? 

To the first of these questions I have not been able to give an 
answer, however convinced I may be by the law of probabilities 
as to the antecedent unlikeliness of the existing circumstances. To 
the second, however, I find myself able to reply in some measure. 
And perhaps my explanation will not only throw some light on 
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the history of the text, but will be an illustration of the great 
canon of criticism, of which all the others are only uncertain and 
variable expressions, that when the cause of a variant is known the 
variant itself disappears. 

The first thing, then, that we notice about the texts which are 
said to be conflated is the fundamental equality which generally 
prevails in the separate members. 

Taking, for instance, the simplified texts, to which we are led by 
the analysis of Dr. Hort, we find, Mark vi 33, the readings Kal 

7rpoW7X0ov avrovs, KaL cavvjXOov avrov. The first of these readings is 

17 letters, the second is i6. 
The second passage is Mark viii 26. It turns upon the variants 

M E'tS TEls 7)V K(i0L?V EiElce\7X, 

and Mevi Et e7l9 rs T7,V KWJ.v,. 

Of these the first part is 23 letters, and the second 22. 
The third passage is Mark ix 38: the alternative members of 

which are Kal EKCoXVO/IEY avdov, 07L OVK aKoXov0el 'pv and os OVK aKOXov0e 

FEO' tUL)v,L Kal E'K\VOF?ev avrov. The first of these is 36 letters, the 
second is 38. 

The fourth passage is more difficult to handle critically, and as I 
do not want to force the texts to prove a theory, I omit it. 

It appears, therefore, that of four passages selected to illustrate 
conflation in the Gospel of Mark, three exhibit an almost exact 
equality of the separate members. (I omit those in Luke for the 
present.) Now I think it will be admitted that it is not a mere 
chance that this equality subsists; upon the theory which asserts 
conflation it becomes almost inexplicable that this peculiarity should 
be so prominent, unless it be admitted that one of the separate 
members is an early and slight distortion of the other; an assump- 
tion which is almost implied in the theory of a single ancient text, 
from which all existing texts have been derived. 

And so we come back to the question, how did one element of a 
conflate text arise out of the other ?-a point upon which I have 
meditated often and long; sometimes proposing to myself the 
hypothesis of different translations of an early Aramaic text and 
sometimes giving the thing up as an insoluble riddle. However, 
the fundamental feature of the passages examined being their 
equality, it seems most reasonable to go back and seek the origin 
of the various readings in the simplest solution, a scribe's blunder. 
Let us examine Mark vi 33. We have, writing the verse out, 
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K .161d ON AyTOyCy Tr 

rONTaCK &16rN OCaN 

ToOIK aITTlez H &To 

TT &COO NTO N TTO0CO NK 6 

CY N ApMO NCK IK 6 

T pO HeO0 NAYTOyCKTe 

It will be observed, on writing the text in this way, that the 
concurrence of K(al at the end of two successive lines invites the 
vertical error avv for 7rpo, and produces at once the necessary second 

variant, from which all the rest, and the conflated texts, can be 
derived. The error is, therefore, at once explained by the assumption 
of an early text written in lines of I6-I8 letters each. It is this form 
which has survived with little change in Codex B, which has pre- 
served the correct reading, and thus vindicates itself as an early 
text, more ancient than those of the same type as itself in which a 

particular error was made. And, on the other hand, the Western 
texts are shown to bear witness that this is one of the primitive 
forms of the text, by the fact that they have preserved the error 
made in that form. On both grounds Dr. Hort's conclusion as to 
the superiority of the text of B is in this case confirmed. As soon 
as this instance has been settled, we see the reason of the third 
selected conflation, Mark ix 38. We have only to write the text 
as follows: 

eK BaAXo NTa,aIMO N 16 

OCOyKaKOAOy0e1 HMI 

K a16 K oAYOM6 N 6YTO 

OTIOYKa KOAOy6eIHM 

to see that in a text, written i8 letters to the line, a line has been 
accidentally repeated, or has first been moved over another line, 
and then conflated into a new reading. But in this case we cannot 
affirm with certainty which of the two separate readings is the 
earlier. All that we can say is that the text which lends itself most 

readily to the production of error is one written in lines of i8 letters. 
But it lends itself almost as readily to the production of error on 
the hypothesis that the longer recension is the correct one. We 
must not be positive that because Cod. B has followed very nearly 
the I8-line type, therefore its reading is the more ancient and 
correct one, for the omission of I8 letters is just the error to which 
that text is liable. 

The fourth conflation may be explained in the same way. The 
text in Mark ix 49 may be conjectured to have stood as follows: 
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KAITO 

TTypoycBe N NYT&ITThCa 
OycIAl AXIC0 HCeThI 

and by an error of the scribe three letters from a preceding line 
were repeated, making rvpl, and the final a of Ovala was immediately 
absorbed in the two similar succeeding letters. From this the 
repeated aXL was dropped, and a connecting particle introduced by 
some MSS, although we find aXL retained after 7rvpL by Cod. X. 
Cod. K is taken from a Greek exemplar which read 7racoa (? yap) 
Ovola ayaXcoOroerat, which is, as Dr. Hort points out, a corruption of 
the preceding. 

In this case then, the judgment seems to be in favor of the 
Western MSS, and the far-fetched reference to the book of Leviticus 
as an inducing cause of error may be rejected. The error being of 
the length of i8 letters may be corrected without severely lowering 
the high estimate we have of the value of the neutral text. We have 
now discussed all except one of the conflations cited from the 

Gospel of Mark, and shall be able to do something presently 
towards the investigation of the genealogical relations of the 
documents. We will leave the other passage for the present. 
All that we have shown thus far is the existence of early I8-line 
texts of Mark which are a sufficient explanation of several 

important errors. Let us now go on to examine a passage in Luke 
which will illustrate the doctrine of the lateral aberrations. 

The eighth conflation of Dr. Hort occurs in the last verse of 
Luke, in which we have the two readings alvoUvres rov Oeov and 

evXoyovvTvr rov 0oav. We seek to explain one reading by the other. 

Let us write out at length the last three verses of Luke as they 
stand at the close of the gospel in the Codex Sinaiticus: 

Col. 4. 
Line 13, KAleF6N6TO eN 

TCOOeyAO r N,YTO 

ayTOyCAIeCT H 

1TT yTCON K a1y 

TOII pOCKYNHCA 
TeC&YTON TTr6C 

TpET&NTOEICI1pOY 

C6AHM'MET&XA 

p&CMera6HCKa6 

Col. 4. HCaN AI6TT&NTOC 

Line I , TaCXIP&CayTOyH ENTcoI6po6YyAo 

12, YAOFHCE N YTOYC fOYNTeCTONON 

38 
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Here we find that the evXoyovVres has come in, by lateral aberration 
to the last page from the last page but one. The explanation is 

perfect. (Tischendorf saw that this word was the cause of the 
error and corrected his text accordingly against the Sinaitic 

Codex.) We infer: (i) that the early page of Luke was not 

substantially different from a quarter of the column of the Codex 

Sinaiticus; (2) that in this case the neutral texts must be subordi- 
nated to the Western texts, which have preserved the correct 

reading; (3) there is a probability that the archaic line was also 
not very different to that of the Sinaiticus. We need hardly say 
that this result will very much reverse the method in which the 
materials of the text are handled in the Gospel of Luke. It will 
enhance the authority of the Sinaitic text in Luke, though not to 
the same extent as if the MS had avoided the error. 

From this point we can go on to discuss the seventh conflation, 
Luke xii i8, in which we are confronted with the four readings: 

B T L X mem. 346) TONCITON[MOY] ? II letters. 
a. c. d. e. m. TOyCKaprroYCMOY 14 
(N D. b. if. r. q and all Syrian texts) TareN HMATAOy 13 
B. T. L. X. mem. and all Syrian texts) KAIlTA&rFAOMOy 13 

It is needless to say that we cannot take all these readings: we 
remark that they are almost all line-lengths, according to the 

previous hypotheses. Giving especial weight to the actual reading 
of K, we feel tolerably sure that ra yevqrard iuov is a line of text. In 
the next place we remark that the first line is not complete without 
a Kal. For it is certainly either a line dropped, or one substituted 
for another line of known length, 12-14 letters. The second line 
is an assimilation to what has just been written, while ra aya0d looks 
like an anticipation of roXXa dyaaOd immediately following. Suppose, 
then, we read: 

TOV CTOV f/OV KaL rT yyevlLaTa r.OV 

(which is preserved only in Cod. 346). 
Now the fact that KU\ was necessary to the completeness of the 

first line, shows it to be a genuine part of the text, and not an 
alternative line hooked on to another of the same length. Moreover, 
of the four MSS 13. 69. I24. 346, the first three read rov ro-rovy ov KaL 

raT dyaOfd yov, while the fourth reads Try crrov fTOV Kal Tr yevrjLaa tiov. 

This shows that Ta yev7jlarTd I ov and ra dyaOd pAov are alternative 
readings, of which the former has evidently the preference for us, 
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as it had for the scribe-corrector in 346. The conflation then 
consists in the union of the last two readings by the Syrian text, 
while at the same time the first limb of the sentence is dropped. 

The discussion of those conflate readings which we are able to 
interpret, with any degree of certainty, leads us to the conclusion 
that it is impossible to predict correct readings as infallibly belonging 
to either group of manuscripts representing the relatively simple 
readings. The Western readings are found to vindicate for them- 
selves a purity and antiquity which is, in certain cases, greater than 
that of the neutral readings. They cannot, therefore, be wholly 
rejected or used in the supplementary manner in which Westcott and 
Hort employ them. A reading is not to be rejected as Western and 
Syrian merely because it is Western and Syrian, for either the 
probabilities against such readings have been overestimated or the 
results of the textual examination have been too hastily generalized. 
The peculiar character of the Western text can, moreover, be 
eliminated to a certain extent, by remarking that its errors are those 
which are incidental to rapid transcription, and the causes of the 
separate mistakes can often be detected. For instance, in Mark 
xv 34, the reading of certain Western texts is ,vediSorav for EyKUrT- 

XL7r;E. Now this reading might plausibly be claimed as a modification 
of the more difficult thought of divine desertion, or as an assimilation 
to other passages of the quoted Psalm. But it is more likely 
only an aberration to the v4WE;Lov avrov of the 32d verse, the 
interval between the confused words being I6I letters. When we 
have recognized the error in the Western text as a simple 
transcriptional blunder, how does the discovery prove license and 

corruption in the remaining Western readings ? And if a number 
of them can be explained in this innocent manner, will not our 
estimate of the Western readings generally change ? At least the 
margin of wilful and artificial change will be much reduced. We 
hope to have more to say on this important subject at no distant 
date. 

J. RENDEL HARRIS. 
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